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Alpine Club Garhwal Meet,
September-October 1986
Ashley Greenwood
Plates 34-36

Preliminaries After some months of discussion and research, composition of the
party and venue-Gangotri-finally fixed, and application for permit for
Chaturangi Central peak and subsidiaries dispatched to Indian Mountaineering
Federation, New Delhi. Time presses.

10 July-13 September All details of food, equipment, etc, sorted out at a series
of meetings at the AC and a weekend in Snowdonia.

13-14 September Advance party (Steve Town, Peter Bull, Pete Stokes and
Stanley Thomas) to Delhi by Thai Airlines, chosen for most favourable
combination of fares, free baggage allowance and convenience of flight times.

16 September IMF tell Steve that Ministry of Foreign Affairs has vetoed permit
for Chaturangi, presumably owing to proximity to 'inner line'. Instead we have
a permit for Sudarshan Parbat (6507m), and subsidiaries. Research at IMF fails
to reveal any information about this peak.

18-19 September Main party (Brian Chase, Bob and Marion Elmes, Graham
Elson, Jane Gamble, Ashley and Rosemary Greenwood and Don Hillman) to
Delhi. Thai's endless free alcoholic refreshment much appreciated, particularly
by Brian. Martin Hendy flies in from Pakistan.

19 September Main party met by Peter and Stanley at Delhi airport at 00.15
hours. Advance party has contacted Liaison Officer, Prit Pal Singh Gill, and
worked wonders in local purchases, hire of cook's tent and onward travel
arrangements. Steve and Pete have gone ahead to Uttarkashi to arrange
accommodation, porters and final stage of journey to Gangotri.

20 September The Delhi eleven plus Gill leave YWCA International Guest
House (cheap and excellent) at 4am by hired bus for Uttarkashi. Whole party
united there for first time in the evening at Nehru Institute of Mountaineering.
Remaining local purchases have been completed, and Charun Singh, the
efficient agent for a trekking firm called 'Mountain Guide', has engaged porters
and hired a bus for tomorrow. .

21 September Whole party at Gangotri after a beautiful bus journey of 100km,
taking five hours. Many lammergeier vultures seen..We meet the descending
Metropolitan Police expedition which, aided by excellent weather, has put eight
or nine climbers on top of Jogin I (6465m). They sell us their unused head
torch batteries and give us a lot of dried meat (biltong)-uneaten, presumably,
for a reason which we discover later, on tasting it. Large locally-made primus
hired for Base Camp cooking. Its boiling ring is a car gear wheel!



34 The meet al Base Camp ill Thelu Bamak. Shivlillg GIld Brigopall/h behilld.
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22 September Steve and Don plus the Spartan trio (Pete, Martin and Brian)
leave Gangotri for the two-day walk to set up Base Camp. Frustrating morning
for the rest, moving half a kilometre from one rest-house to another, said (and
proved) to be cleaner and less flea-ridden. Acclimatization walk up the steep
Kedar Ganga in the afternoon. Rain.

24 September Main party reach Base Camp (4550m), at junction of Raktavarn
Bamak (first valley running NE from Gangotri glacier) with Thelu Bamak, after
a two-day climb of 1400m, via Gaumukh (the Cow's Mouth), the pilgrims'
mecca where the Bhagirathi branch of the Ganges emerges from the Gangotri
Glacier. First day's walk easy and gentle, along the pilgrims' path to Bhujbas
rest house (3792m); second day, a climb of 800m over nasty scree and boulders
followed by unending grassy slopes. Base Camp is on a pleasant flattish grassy
site near a stream. First signs of Bob's bad cold developing into something more
serious.

25 September Pete and Martin climb a granite point about 5200m near Base
Camp-grade IV. Others go for acclimatization walks. High-altitude porters
five are remaining at Base Camp for use by certain of the party who can't or
don't want to carry heavy loads-construct a superloo for the ladies.

26-27 September Bob getting rapidly worse with suspected pneumonia.
Temperature up to 104 and too weak to stand. No doctor. Graham in charge of
medical matters puts him on strong antibiotics. Runner sent down to summon
helicopter. The Spartan trio plus Don, Steve and Graham and two HAPs carry
loads to a site for Thelu Camp I at 5250m just below the Thelu glacier with a
view to climbing Thelu (6002m). The latter five return to Base Camp. It begins
to snow intermittently, but does not lie at Base Camp once the sun shines. But
snow begins to pile up at two or three inches a day on the glaciers and above.

28-29 September Snow, sleet and poor visibility nearly all the time, making
arrival of helicopter impossible. Helicopter pad prepared.

30 September The day dawns fine, but at first no helicopter. Feasibility of
carrying Bob down discussed, but helicopter arrives at noon. Expecting snow
cover, it has substituted skis for wheels and the pilot finds pad too small.
However, he hovers a few inches off the ground while Bob and Marion embark.
Much relief, and Don, Steve and Graham leave for Camp 1. In the evening
snow-storm an Indian medical assistant reaches Base Camp from Gangotri: a
stout effort.

I October The Spartan trio return to Base Camp after a night at Thelu Camp I
and three on the glacier at 5700m in poor weather. Reconnaissance of Sudar
shan has shown W ridge to be formidable and draped with old fixed ropes. Not
feasible in present conditions, and anyway we do not have the requisite
technical gear. The trio have however climbed Thelu on September 29, up and
down via a 45° couloir leading from the glacier to high on the summit ridge.
Lack of depth of snow ruled out their hoped-for snow-hole, so a two-man tent
had to accommodate three large men for four nights-in spite of this they are
still good friends. The veterans, Stanley, Ashley and Rosemary-combined
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ages 215 years-plus Jane set out with HAPs for Nandanban and Tapovan, two
other Base Camp sites on the N and S sides of the Gangotri glacier. Stanley, just
back from accompanying Peter down to Bhujbas, reports that Peter, still unable
to sleep and suffering from breathing difficulties at night, has decided to join
Bob and Marion at lower altitudes. A great pity after all his hard work on food
purchases and other arrangements, and he had been going so well up to 5200m.
(Neither he nor Bob became fit enough to rejoin the party, and Marion stayed
down to look after Bob.) At Nandanban the stream has dried up, but the HAPs
go two km N to find water. There is a good view of Chaturangi Central which
looks much easier than Sudarshan, and in fact rather dull.

2 October Fine day. Steve, Don and Graham climb Thelu and descend to Base
Camp. They have used the same camp-sites as the Spartan trio and the same
route up the mountain but, in view of the hot sunshine on the couloir which
faces SE, they descended via the col between Thelu and Sudarshan.

3 October Rosemary and Ashley back to Base Camp, aided by Lakpa, our
energetic and excellent Nepali cook, who has nipped across to Tapovan to show
them a short-cut across the Gangotri glacier, after which he disappears back
towards Base Camp at a smart run. Lakpa's only failing is a tendency to serve
meals backwards, e.g. eggs (rarely available) before porridge for breakfast. At
Base Camp, in view of the prevailing snow conditions which are unlikely to
improve so late in the season, decision is taken to descend to Gangotri on 10
October, two days earlier than planned.

4 October Steve, Don and Graham off to the Raktavarn Bamak, whither the
Spartan trio had gone a day or two earlier, with faint hopes that Sudarshan will
prove more amenable from that side. Vain hopes-it looks to be at least AD or
possibly D, and any possible route to the summit ridge in present conditions
would be exposed to avalanches from seracs and cornices. Jane and Stanley
return to Base Camp, the latter far from well after suffering a fit of dizziness
that morning. By now even the toughest members have succumbed to the
advantages of using HAPs to help carry to upper camps.

The Spartans-Pete, Martin and Brian-climb Saife (6166m).

5 October The veterans (Stanley quite recovered) plus Jane and Gill leave Base
Camp to climb Thelu, accompanied by three HAPs. Lakpa cannot resist
carrying a load to Camp I, but returns to Base Camp with Rosemary, after they
have helped to pitch camp in the usual afternoon snow-storm. Gill has chest
pains half-way up and returns to Base Camp and thence to Uttarkashi and Delhi
for medical examination. Fortunately the pains were found to be muscular and
not cardiac, but Gill is unable to rejoin the party.

6 October Don solos Saife. Snow unstable and minor avalanches occur. Graham
solos a point of about 5800m above the Raktavarn gl~cier. These two and Steve
return to Base Camp. At Thelu Camp lone HAP is sick and descends to Base
Camp. The two veterans and Jane prune their baggage and plod up the Thelu
glacier in knee-deep snow. The remaining two HAPs soon follow, and Camp II
is pitched at 5550m after which the HAPs return to Camp I.
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35 Breakfasl al Base Camp ill The/u Bamak (valley). Shivlillg behirld.
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36 Camp 011 The/u Glacier. Behind (L 10 R): Kedanwlh, Shivlirlg alld M ern, pari ofBngopalllh.
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7 October The Spartan trio return to Base Camp from the Swetvarn glacier,
having decided that Sudarshan is too dangerous in present conditions. Two
HAPs return to Camp II on the Thelu glacier at about 9am, and they and the
two veterans and Jane all climb Thelu. By now the couloir has too much fresh
snow to be safe, so the route via the col is used up and down. Steve and Don to
Nandanban with one HAP. Graham to Tapovan and a day's walk up the S side
of the Gangotri glacier.

10 October Pete and Martin leave with one HAP for Tapovan, whence Pete and
Martin trek for about 24km alongside the Gangotri glacier. 14 porters arrive at
Base Camp at lOam and the camp is evacuated by the rest of the party, who
reach Gangotri in seven hours on the finest day yet, after a descent of 24km and
l400m. Wonderful autumn tints. No accommodation found except in a rather
squalid and waterless rest-house, and the porters continue dribbling in till
lOpm. Lakpa, cooking in the open air and heavy rain, produces his best meal of
the expedition.

11 October The party and porters by public bus to Uttarkashi. A near riot when
one of the HAPs accuses a local of interferil}g with the luggage on the roof of the
bus, and the accused's fellow villagers turn out in force to defend him and block
the road. Sleep in hotel at Uttarkashi disturbed by deafening music broadcast
by loudspeaker in the maidan all night long.

12 October Dispersal of the party. Some by the 6am bus to Delhi for sightseeing
tours to Taj Mahal and temples with erotic carvings; others to Mussoorie,
where Bob had convalesced from pneumonia after leaving hospital. Jane
straight back to England to avoid encroachment on next year's leave.

18 October Reunion in Delhi with Gill. Most of the party fly home, Peter, Pete
and Martin having already left. Thai Airlines' non-stop drinks service over
comes Steve, who sleeps peacefully on the cabin floor for much of the journey.
On waking he seems to be fresh as a daisy, but it is learnt later that nemesis
soon overtook him.

Conclusion We were rather late in the season; mid-July to mid-September is
preferable in this area. It snowed most days at Base Camp, usually in the
afternoon. In spite of this and failure to get to grips with Sudarshan, much was
accomplished, arrangements worked well and a medical crisis was surmounted:
in this much praise is due to Graham, and to the Indian authorities for their
splendid response to our requests for help. Plans were disrupted by the last
minute substitution of a peak about which we knew nothing and, in the time
available, could discover nothing, and which turned out to be a much tougher
proposition than our first choice. But for most of us the meet was nevertheless a
success. With the exceptions mentioned above, health was good and tummy
upsets unusually absent. Thanks are due to Steve for his hard work in
organization, and sympathy to Bob, Marion and Peter for their ill luck.

The party consisted of: Peter Bull, Brian Chase, Bob and Marion Elmes,
Graham Elson, Jane Gamble, Ashley and Rosemary Greenwood, Martin
Hendy, Don Hillman, Pete Stokes, Stanley Thomas (non-member), Steve
Town (leader) and Prit Pal Singh Gill (Liaison Officer).
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